(ish-tah-ben-TOON)

D’Aristi Xtabentún is in essence a balanced honey-kissed,
gently spiced anise liqueur.
Its color is clear with golden and emerald flashes. As you
pour, you release the fresh vibrant mint and grassy notes
with aromatic anise wrapped in Yucatecan honey, white
jungle flowers and cenote soaked rocks full of mineral
notes and a hint of orange marmalade.

CHARACTERISTICS

TA S T I N G N O T E S

Rich anise
Kiss of
honey

Its smooth and well balanced flavors add life and
freshness to citruses, bitters and spirits such as tequila,
whiskey, and gin. It is also used throughout Mexico as a
wonderful digestif, on the rocks or with coffee.

Herbaceous

PERFECT SERVE

Orange
marmalade.

1.5 oz D’Aristi Xtabentún
Juice of half a lemon
Dash of with water
Garnish with lemon wheel

30% alc./vol.

L E G E N D O F T H E X TA B E N T Ú N
A Mayan legend of two beautiful women, Xtabay and
Utz-Colel, both with a very different heart and spirit.
Xtabay was a wilder, free spirit, full of sass and
audaciousness. Utz-Colel, on the other hand was cold
hearted, cruel and selfish. On the grave of Xtabay after
her death, a beautiful, new sweet smelling wild flower
grew, which the Mayan people named "xtabentún" in
honor of Xtabay; nothing grew on the grave of
Utz-Colel, not even grass. Xtabentún was a lovely,
delicate, white flower with a unique aroma and flavor.
The Mayan people began to use its nectar to prepare
ceremonial beverages to nourish the spirit and soul,
allowing the spirit of Xtabay to live on even today.

OUR STORY
Casa D'Aristi is a small producer located in the Yucatan peninsula in the beautiful town of Merida,
Mexico. Don Carlos Aristi, the founder, had a heart for adventure and flavor and set off at age 19
to travel the Peninsula in search of Mayan culture, history, and specialty beverages. He
discovered “Balché”, an ancestral drink of the Mayan people. He returned home and created his
own version of the this unique anise and honey laced brilliant green liqueur, Xtabentun. Casa
D’Aristi now produces over 20 products, and remains additive and flavoring free, focusing on
quality and authentic flavors of the Yucatan.
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